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Alice in Wonderland Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Who is the author of Alice in Wonderland fairy tale?

Hans Christian Andersen

Lewis Carroll

Charles Perrault

2. How did Alice get into the Wonderland?

Through the rabbit hole

Through the mirror

Through the hollow oak
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3. Who had Alice been chasing before getting into the hole?

A rabbit

A kitten

A butterfly

4. Who decided to initiate a Caucus-Race, which consists of everyone running in a circle with no clear winner?

Alice

Dodo

The Mouse

5. What did The White Rabbit wear?

A coat of green brocade

A vest and kid gloves

Patent leather boots and a hat with a feather

6. Where was the caterpillar sitting while smoking hookah?

On the mushroom

On the tree

On the leaf

7. What is the Cheshire cat able to do?

To speak backwards

To disappear totally leaving only his grin

To bark like a dog and sing like a bird

8. Who did Alice meet at the Mad tea party?

Cheshire cat and Queen of hearts

The Hatter, the March hare and the Dormouse

The Duchess and the White rabbit

9. Who did the baby turn into in the Duchess's house?
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A pig

A goat

A bird

10. What was the Duchess sentence to death for?

Being very ugly

Slapping the Queen’ cheeks

Ignoring the croquet game
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Alice in Wonderland Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Who is the author of Alice in Wonderland fairy tale?
  Lewis Carroll
  2. How did Alice get into the Wonderland?
  Through the rabbit hole
  3. Who had Alice been chasing before getting into the hole?
  A rabbit
  4. Who decided to initiate a Caucus-Race, which consists of everyone running in a circle with no clear
winner?
  Dodo
  5. What did The White Rabbit wear?
  A vest and kid gloves
  6. Where was the caterpillar sitting while smoking hookah?
  On the mushroom
  7. What is the Cheshire cat able to do?
  To disappear totally leaving only his grin
  8. Who did Alice meet at the Mad tea party?
  The Hatter, the March hare and the Dormouse
  9. Who did the baby turn into in the Duchess's house?
  A pig
  10. What was the Duchess sentence to death for?
  Slapping the Queen’ cheeks
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